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Abstract
The command over cloud computing infrastructure is increasing with the growing demands of IT infrastructure during the changed business scenario of the 21st Century. The various constraints and limitations such as server capacity, storage, bandwidth and power, pose real-time challenges on datacenters. The expansion of conventional infrastructure as per the growing demand faces a real time constraint primarily to many inconvenience and inflexibilities. These complexities drive towards various issues like costing, deployment threats and various risk pertaining to the operation. Organizations based or operations on large scale IT infrastructure have to face these challenges accompanying in near future. Henceforth, for cost effectiveness and economy solutions, there is an enormous migration towards the cloud infrastructure. Therefore, the public cloud service providers need to evolve and develop their infrastructure to meet the challenges of the increasing demand in the IT dependent society.
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Introduction
Cloud computing is not only limited to virtualization of datacenter. It was miss conceptualized because, being in the era of cloud computing, the virtualizations of datacenters were adopted to reduce the cost. Further, at various level of resource provisioning, virtualized management technology has been evolved to adapt the larger dynamic resource allocations. This further reduced costs; but also increased the datacenter flexibility and performance, ushering in a new era of optimization technology for enterprise and public clouds based upon virtualization. Cloud computing offers the possible gateways to reduce the cost and drain resources. Also creates a new organizational requirement where various teams will be responsible for networking, computation as well as storage.

Energy efficiency and low carbon strategies have attracted a lot of concern. The goal for 20% energy efficiency and carbon reduction by 2020 drove the Information Communication Technologies (ICT) sector to strategies that incorporate modern designs for a low carbon and sustainable growth. The ICT sector is part of the 2020 goal and participates in three different ways. In the direct way, ICT are called to reduce their own energy demands (green networks, green IT), in the indirect way ICT are used for carbon displacements and in the systematic way ICT collaborate with other sectors of the economy to provide energy efficiency (smart-grids, smart buildings, intelligent transportations systems, etc.). ICT and in particular datacenters have a strong impact to the global CO2 emissions. Moreover, an important part of the operational expenditure is due to the electricity demands.

The demand for high speed data transfer and storage capacity together with the increasingly growth of broadband subscribers and services will drive the green technologies to be of vital importance for the telecommunication industry, in the near future. Already, recent research and technological papers show that energy efficiency is an important issue for the future networks. A review of energy efficient technologies for wireless and wired networks is presented by Brown et al (2007) [8]. The design of energy efficient WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing) ring networks is highlighted. It is shown that energy efficiency can be achieved by increasing the capital expenditure of the network, by reducing the complexity and by utilizing management schemes. The case of thin client solutions is investigated and it is shown that employing power states in the operation of a datacenter can yield energy efficiency.
Efforts have been cited related to agreeing and enabling standard efficiency metric, real time measurement systems, modeling energy efficiency, suggesting optimal designs, incorporating renewable energy sources in the datacenter and developing sophisticated algorithms for designing and managing the datacenters. These approaches have been published by various companies, experts in the field and organizations. Although the IT industry has begun “greening” major corporate datacenters, most of the cyber infrastructure on a university campus or SMEs of suboptimal environment and ad hoc involves a complex network, in small departmental facilities placed with clusters.

Objectives of the Research
The focus of this research work is to analyze the various power issues on the core cloud computing infrastructure along with network and storage model with provisioning parameters for optimization of resource allocation by the cloud. The main objective of this research work is discussed as below:
1. To conduct a survey about the various energy issues of the large scale cloud computing architecture.
2. Conduct the trade-off analysis using the parameters for estimation of Service Level Agreement (SLA) violations; cloud estimation in heterogeneous Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS) enabled data-center for better visualization of the proposed analysis.

Review of Literature

Moreno et al (2010) [4] have addressed the importance of energy savings without degrading the performance in cloud computing, since more than a technological advance it represented a business model where the satisfaction of customers has high priority. The state of art in energy-aware computing for cloud environments shows that the initial efforts for saving energy have started primarily focused in the reduction of energy waste generated by idle servers mainly supported by VM consolidation and live migration. These, in conjunction with scheduling algorithms have boosted up two main trends: “dynamic server’s pool reserving” and “dynamic processor scaling”.

Galloway et al (2011) [5] introduces a load balancing algorithm that balances resources across available compute nodes in a cloud with power savings in mind is introduced. Since the cloud architecture implemented by local organizations tends to be heterogeneous, this is taken into account for this proposed design.

Buysse et al (2011) [6] investigated that the IT infrastructure and optical network is integration of an operation facilitating the energy efficient. The proposed energy efficient routing algorithm at context level for provisioning of IT services. The IT resources are executed with the suitable originates from specific source sites e.g. datacenters. The routing approach followed is unicast, the IT service is delivery of results that are required then finding the exact location of the job execution has been chosen freely. In this scenario, IT and network resources are required to support the services, when the energy efficiency is achieved, the least energy consumption can be identified and turning off of any unused IT resources and networks.

Wang et al (2012) [7] have proposed a new energy-efficient multi-job scheduling model based on the Google’s vast data processing framework, Map Reduce, and create the corresponding algorithm. Meanwhile, proposed individual decoding and encoding effective method and construct the individual fitness value of the servers and overall function of the energy efficiency. Also, a local search operator is introduced for searching ability of the proposed algorithm to check if the model is in order to accelerate the convergent speed and enhance.

Kim et al (2011) [12] have proposed two types of approach that are illustrated as (i) a real-time service as a real-time virtual machine request to model; and (ii) virtual machines in Cloud datacenters using to provision of Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS) schemes. It also proposed a various schemes of power aware profitable provisioning of soft real time services and to reduce power consumption by real time.

Kim et al (2009) [13] studied the problem of real-time Cloud service framework where each real-time service request is modeled as RT-VM in resource brokers. And it investigated power-aware provisioning of virtual machines for real-time Cloud services. Simulation results shows that datacenters can reduce power consumption and increase their profit using DVS schemes. The proposed scheme, Advance-DVS and Advanced- DVS shows more profit with less power consumption regardless of system load.

Quan et al (2011) [15] proposed a method that potentially reduces the energy consumption of the internal IaaS data centre. To save energy, the resources allocation by the workload consolidation and frequency adjustment is rearranged. In the reallocation algorithm, the advantage of the fact that new generation computer components have higher performance and consume less energy than the old generation is taken.

Kim et al (2010) [14] evaluated Apache Hadoop on low power machines and study of the feasibility. Also proposed Augmentation and Substitution which is energy saving method to reduce energy consumption by introducing low power machines. The proposed system implements An Swer in Hadoop and experimentally studied An Swer in depth to measure the impact on performance and power savings. Furthermore, the other benchmark tools are used to study the behavior of data processing frameworks in various ways.

Research Methodology
The consumption of the datacenters resources is low average due to reason of the power efficiency. The utilized servers cannot accumulate new service applications, therefore to keep the desired Quality of Service (QoS), all the fluctuating workload needs to be acknowledged that has lead to the concert of degradation. Conversely, servers in a non-virtualized datacenter are unlikely to be completely idle, because of background tasks e.g. incremental backups or distributed databases or file-systems. An additional problem of high power consumption due to increasing density of server’s components i.e. 1U, blade servers, is the heat
dissipation. DVFS minimizes the number of instructions that a processor can issue in a given amount of time, and thereby it minimizes the performance too. This, in turn, increases run time for program segments which are CPU-bound.

One of the significant goals of the proposed study is to analyze the root source of energy consumption on various cloud based application and then introduce a model that will be responsible for reducing the energy consumption as well as minimize the performance loss in cloud computing system.

The first goal is accomplished by incorporating the novel design by performing the semantic evaluation of energy consumption that is primarily focused on monitoring Service Level Agreement (SLA) violation. The process is accomplished by using DVFS in the schema for energy saving approach with dual benefits e.g. i) Resource Throttling: it can scrutinize resource utilization, memory, and wait time on both peak and off hours ii) Dynamic Component Deactivation: This technique will allow to deactivate the cloud components when in idle mode for leveraging the workload variability. However, the performance loss is scaled using network model that uses broker design and cloudlet ID mainly. And By incorporating the newly established design of energy optimization using DVFS aimed for massive task execution.

A report proposed an approach that uses Massive Arrays of Inexpensive Disks (MAID). They proposed the use of a small number of cache disks in addition to the MAID (Massive Array of Idle Disks) disks. The data in these cache disks is updated to reflect the workload that is currently being accessed. The MAID disks can then be powered down, and need only be spun up when a cache miss occurs, upon which their contents are copied onto the cache disks. This approach has several memories of the weaknesses that catches suffer on a large scale. If the insufficient cache disks are to store the entire working set of the current workload, then ‘thrashing’ results, with considerable latency penalties. Further, the cache disks represent a significant added cost in themselves.

There are two groups of cloud, DCTCP (Datacenter Transfer Control Protocol) and wide area TCP (Transfer Control Protocol). If it compared while using, the DCTCP delivers 90% less buffer space and better throughput than TCP, but TCP provides low latency for short flows and high burst tolerance.

Study elucidated the formulation of hardware cost to minimize energy consumption as well as cloud servers under three different models (heterogeneous, mixed hetero-homogeneous, homogeneous clusters) by considering the dynamic demand temporal. The study shows that the homogeneous model takes four times less computation time than the heterogeneous model. The energetic aggregation scheme results in 8% to 40% savings over the static aggregation scheme when the degree of aggregation is high.

Significance of the Study
Low utilization of server is the biggest factor in a datacenter with low power. For example, the regular utilization of server in a Google datacenter was reported to be 30% energy efficiency. This fact has motivated the design of energy-proportional servers to minimize the overall power consumption. State-of-the-art commercial servers are, however, not proportional to energy utilization. It is thus prudent from an energy efficiency viewpoint to have as few servers as possible turned being highly utilized with each active server. Hence, there is a strong justification for server consolidation in current datacenters.

Operational cost and admission control policy in the cloud computing system are affected by its power control and VM management policies. Power management techniques control the average and/or peak power dissipation in datacenters in a distributed or centralized manner. VM management techniques control the VM placement in physical servers as well as VM migration from a server to another one. The proposed study focused on SLA-based VM management to minimize the operational cost in a cloud computing system.

The IT infrastructure provided by the datacenter owners/operators must meet various SLAs established with the clients. The SLAs may be resource related e.g., amount of computing power, space, memory/storage network bandwidth, performance related e.g., service time or throughput), or even quality of service related e.g., 24-7 availability, data security, percentage of dropped requests. Infrastructure providers often end up over provisioning their resources in order to meet the SLAs client’s. Such over provisioning may increase the operational cost of the datacenters in terms of their monthly carbon emission and electrical energy bill. Therefore, in order to minimize the impact of datacenters on the environment and optimal provisioning of the resources to reduce the crucial cost incurred on the datacenter is prioritized.

Discussion
The research proposal probes various aspects of modeling the power consumption in datacenters. The proposed system attempts to investigate a complex service analysis for cloud computing which is structured as virtual machine for various resource brokers. The research also finds various power-aware policies of virtual machines for Cloud services. Simulation environment is created in java platform which shows that datacenters can predominantly reduce energy consumption and increase their profit using proposed DVFS schemes which shows maximized profit with minimized power consumption irrespective of system load.

To reduce the number of processor instructions of dynamic frequency scaling can issue in given time while reducing performance. Dynamic frequency scaling has been rarely advisable as a way to conserve the power switching itself. The most power requires dynamic voltage scaling in saving, because of the fact that modern CPU and V2 components are strongly optimized for low idle states of power. It is more efficient to run in most constant voltage cases to briefly at peak speed and stay longer in a deep idle state, then it is reduced at a reduced clock rate for long time and only stay briefly in a idle state. Thus, reducing the voltage along with clock rate can change the tradeoffs.

Conclusion
The proposed study was evaluated in highly controlled research environment as performing sophisticated experiments on real time giant datacenters is almost near to impossible. However, the effect of the traffic, protocols used, considerations of downtime formulation, service level agreement, as well as provisioning schema was entirely simulated using available cloud simulators. But, simulating the considered research variable (energy) in cloud simulator and extracting the throughput from it doesn’t give the actual visualization of what exactly happens in real time traffic in cloud environment.
However, the reliability of the mathematical evaluation considering the effectiveness of DVFS system is well assured and promising, but it is not experimented over wide real time test cases of dynamic internet environment considering cloud services. Currently, the proposed study is only limited to Software as a service consideration, whereas Infrastructure as a service and Platform as a Service are yet to be evaluated, which may be the scope of future direction. The stress was less on service domain as the proposed study is purely concentrated on the energy preservation schema. Extending the current study over various set of services as well as extensive testing over wide applications over datacenter can exponentially increase the reliability of the proposed study.
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